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--lzatlon

                         Abstraet
   As a continuation'of the former papers the equilibrium between tlie free ]iquid
molecules and the crystal nticlei, eacli composed of an immense number of the mole
ctiles, was investigated with varions substances by applying van't i-IofFs reaction iso-

chore; and it was found that the melting point is well deslgnated at the last stage
of the nticlei' decomposition, and that the relation between the inelting point, the la-

tent heat of fLision ancl its chtange with temperature was in goocl accot"d with the theory

                                                      ,for various elements and compounds.

                         Introduction

    In the former papersi the equilibrium. between the free liquid
molecules and the crystal nuclei, each coinposed of an infinite number

of the molecules, was studied with monoatomic elemenes by applyin.cr
van't Hoffs reaction isochore. In that case the change of the latent
heat of fusion with temperature, which is mainly clue to the difference

of the specific heats of the melt and the crystal at the melting point,
was neglected approximately; and the 3atent heat of fusion was taken
to be constant and independent from the temperature for monoatomic
elements. However, this ls not correct in strici sense, the specific
heats of the melt and the crystal acre different in general at the melt-

ing point, slightly with monoatomic elements and remarkably, with
most oÅí the chemical compounds. In the following such clifference
of two specthc heats was tal<en into conslderation, and its bearing on
tine ratio between the latent heat of fusi6n and the meltiRg tempera-

ture was exarnined for various elements and compouncls, which are
provided with necessary data, by the aid of van't Hoff's reaction iso-
chore.

  i. U. Yoshida; These Memoirs, 24, i, 37 (rg42]•
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   Van't Hoff's Reaction Isoehore for the Equilibrium between
        the Crystal Nuclel a.nd the Free Liquid Molecules
                        of a Substance

    I-.et the number of the free molecules ancl of tlie crystal nuclei

among the total number Af oÅí the molecules in a super-cooled liquicl
state o,f a substance be tMf and n. respectively. If we represent byv
the nuniber of the c,onstituent molecules oÅí a crystal nucleus, we have
                Al :fXrt+v7z.. ••••••••••.........••.•••.•••••••••••••(i)

    .Let us define 'the ratio .x" of the number of free molecules ancl the

number xZX'ii o'f tlie total d'iscrete particles which is the suin of Aif and
n. as the d6gree of decoinposition of the crystal nu,c,lei. Then we .cret

                x= iVx = Ai ,.,............................(2)
                    jxc,                          A•rf+n.

             i-.x.= 71ir. = 7Zc ,.......,........,.............(3)
                     fd IV/ -i- 7Za                    A
ancl the reaction gonstant /y". becomes

                ff..,. (AifXlitn. )' ,. .xv . . ((y)

 ,, 71c I- JV'                        IVt -Y ne•
    If we. represent by T the absolute temperature, by lv' the gc'is
constant referiBg to one gram mol and by L tl}e latent heat of fusion
of the crystal nu61etis per. one g"ram mol; then the reaction isochore
tal<es the 'forni

           di?jg:'z.Kc ==( Y. - ,l.. ) f'YT = i"?LT,• •••••••''(s)

fOr a constant value of v. By rewritin..o' this eqtlation we g"et

                 d-V ...y L" ...................."......."..(6)

                 dT leT- •
where .v represents

                :y,., V-X(I-X) ..m,......"...,..."m...•-••(7)
                    V(i-X) +X
Next by differentiating (6) with T,

     ar"'.v .,, al•y al.v L -2.atL + .t, (ILL
     all'2 dx dT leT2 1?T`i 1?T"' dT
         == SC,L.,, { Sii ,,Z,.-,",-2+ .T l,:.}••••••••••••.••••••(s)

t
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                                              '                  '
    The value of d)' in 'this equation which will be repre$ented by

                  dx. ,
Yis obtained by clifferentiating (7) with x' as below :
                  dalY. =y= {";((l--".))""fi3i. . ••••••••••••••••••(g)

    Thus the eqLiation (S) can be expre$sed as:
            dalT]'X:' ' wu fe'LT3 {P ieLT rm2" .T al,4.. }• '''••••••(io)

          '                                                               '                                       d;t-    The conclition for the maximum of                                           w.ith temperature vari-
                                      alT
ati'oR can be obtained by putting the right hanci side of the above

equatioll tO Zel'O, ' Fig.I
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iZ•nerOeqeeati.[oili i(g) isThe MaXiMUM point of p, obtained by putting y.,,o

         , I-X== { ,"m""."mm""."."""."""(II)
                         V':,i
aRcl froin tl}is e(luatidn we get for a very large value of v .

                 x=I- Il .",."""m"..,,"",,"""""".(I2)
                        V'a .
This shows that the maxiimim point of y approaches asymptotically
to x=i as the value of v is lncreased indefinitely. If we take the
temperature at which the value of x gives the maximurn to p, for a
very large number oÅí v as the melting point of the erystal nuclei, then

the melting of a crystal composed of an ii3finite mzmber of constituent

inolecules comes to occur at sv :i corresponding to the p.erfect de-
compositiolt of the crystal into free liquid molecules.
    In the previous paperi an essentially similar expressi6n of If. as
(4) was used for the equilibrium between the cybotactic crystals and

the free liquld molecules, ancl also between the crystal nuclei and the

free liquid molecttles. . I'Iowever, the write.r macle a serious mistal<e

there in calculating the concentration of the cybotactic crystals ancl
the free !iquid molecu!es ; and consequently he gave erroneous results
to the specific heats of the super-coo!ed liquicls. A correct calculation

on this problem win be published in near future. As to the result
obtained for the reiation between the latent heat of fusion and the
melting point of monQaeomic elements no correction in essential. points
seeiiRs to be needed, because essentially the same expression of 7/<1. as
(4) was employecl.

                Designation of tke Melting Point

    The curves drawn in Fig. 3 show the manner of variation of the
value of adXT of 6thyl alcohol with temperature for the values ofv

oÅí rooooo and !oooooo. In this figure To. represents the temperature
at which dX is maximum, and ATdenotes the difference T..-'Tfor
          dT
any te.mperature T. Though the manner of calculation in getting such
curves will be explalned later, this figure is shown here as an example

to show the important behavior oÅí the temperature clependence of

                                       '
  I. Ioc. cr't.
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              dX -curve. Moreover the breaking point approaches topoint of,the
             alT
the T"" point with incre.ase of the value oÅí v, and the final coincidence

of these two po'tnts for v==oo can be imagined from the curves in the
figure,

        The Freezing Points of the Solvent and the Solute

                      in a Dilute Solution

    Let us apply the above way of reasonlng to the crystallization of
the solute ancl the solvent in a dilute so]utiion, and test whetker it is

consistent or not. INToxv consider a dilute solutlon which contains s
molecules o.Åí a sol ute in xXrmolectVtes of a solvent whose freezing point

is very low. 1[Åí we represent respectively by sr and s. the numbers
of the free molecules and the crystal nuclei of the soiute, each one
of which is composecl of v molecules, then we have
                                                    '               '            ' sursf+vs..••••••••.•.•••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••(I3)

    If we define the ratio Sf as the degree x o'f decompositlon of
                         s
the crystal nuclei, chen we get

                Jt7= Sr == Sf "m"""".m"""".""(I4)
                    s sr+ySc
    antl • I-x : VS" .......,.-.t....................,.,.....(Is)

      .• sf+vs. •
    The moleculav concentratlons of the free molecules ancl the crys-
tai nuclei oÅí the solute are respectively

           '.. (r- v)
  xv+5iff+s. == N+SiVf+sc anCl /v+Sfr\scf 2i+sf+sa '''•(i6)

aticl consequently the reaction coristant lf. for the equilibrium between'

the free molecules and the crystal nuc]ei composed of v molecules
becomes
                lf,= ( N+SXsf+s. )l .

                        S (1'X)
                        v
                        N+ sf + s.
If we tal<e 2V+sf+s.==IV for the case oÅí dilute solution the above
eqLiation can be writen as

                        t
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                       (s Y
                 /f.,..hNNI "T' ..".-...."m.--••t(i7)

                         S I-X
                         N
    N,ext let L be the laeat of solution per i g-mol of the solute in
the soivent, End let us slkppose that L ls approximately' independent
from temperature, then the lntegrated form of the reaction isochore

becomes '                  (sY
                 .-LtlYZm--1 xY =c,-z)S,;iH"i,...................(is)

                     S I-A'
                    .7V
wheye C is a constant. This is entirely the same form as the equa-
tions (4) and (s) fQr the case of the freezing of a pure solvent, and
the co' ame condition for the freezing point, l. e. i-x= eg can be ap-

                            ' v;"iplied to the present case. From (i8) we get

                      s                   1•                  ("-i gt (,IV.)" it c"e-K,Sr' . ••..,.......(,,)

    By tal<ing v-l-=(IX7)Ll- =! for a very iarge,nurnber of v, and

                               L
                    x- =xveV .,.I
                        11                  (I-x)Y xV
by applying the condition of the freezing point Åíor a very large number
of v, the equation (ig) becomes

                        l r.                  S =CV-e- ftl'. .........,..........,.,.......,..(2o)
                 N
    Thls equation represents the relation between the mglar concen-
tration c= S of the solution ancl the limiti!i.cr temperature at which
          N
the crystallization of the solute commences.J 'Ihus this ls notbing but thd

relation between tlae temperature and the solubility expressed in molar
concentration of a' solute in a solution. By e: pressin.cr in logarithmic

form we get the expression of the dependence of the solubility upon
the temperature :

                10gCi:- lgT +A, •• .....l,...,m.""........(2i) .'.
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    where A is a constant.
        Next'let tts consider the case of the freezing oÅí the solvent in a
    dilttte solution. If we represent by Nr and n. respect'ively the number

    of the free molecules and that of the crystal nuclei among the total
' number .2V of the solvent molecnies as before, and if we define Nf

                                                           Nr+nc
    as the degree of decomposition x of the crystal nuclei, then we have

                 Nf =x, 7Za nd-i-.-x, '
               Nf+n, Nf+n. •
    and • .
    • , lc. =I (Nf+nc)x )'ÅÄ (Nf+7z.)(i-x) ,
                                     Nf+n.+s                  L'.ZVfl+n.+s J
    where s represents the number oÅí the solute molecules. As the crys-
    tal nuclei can not exist at the temperatures higher than the freezing
    point of the solvent, and begin to be formed at the freezing point,
    we can regard .ZVyT+n. as cor3stant and equal to the total number of
  ' solvent molecules 2V above the freezing point. Thus if we represent
    (A7fT+n.)/(Nt+n.+s) = 2V7ÅÄ(N+s) by P, and consider it to be constant,
    then the integrateSf.igrm(}2)t,he le/cet,lttht,,., ,isochore beconies

                         P(i-X) ,,
              i.e. i PX i' =c-l-e-7ft}"'z',.....................<22)

                     pEr( i - x)V
                                                           '    by assulning that .Z: is approximately const,ant• By taking' imAf = iil.l,}

    which is the condition for freezing, and P-V- : i Åíor a very lar.cre number

    of v, we get from (22)
                    P= I7<il\, =:C"e"' if'i-"` •••••••••••i•...........(23)

        Next if we put s=o the equation becomes

              .L                       ,1-                    i=,c-v-e i?T"b,.................................(24)

    in whlch T., represents the free'zing point of the pure solvent. From
    (23) and (24) we get
             " .zvf,)ils =e-'St' (-];' ;"- '$,n ),,.e-' i?LLT.,2(Tm-T).

    If we represent T.-Tby A.T, which is the lowering of the freezlng
        '    point of the solvent in a dilutev solution, and S                 . .bycthe molar con-                                       . N•
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cent .ration  of solut ie -in sa ,,d.il ru-te  s2iuti Aoli then We get

                                   '                   N 2?Tm2
         'i.e. AT : ik RLTma =cRLZm2 . ..................(2s)

This is the well known expression for the lowering of the freezing
point of the sdlvent in a dilute sol,ution.

    As the coqcordaht results deduced as above by our mode of rea-
soning can be considered to be a confirmation of its cgrrectness, we
shall apply it in the followlng to the phenomena of crystall!zation oÅí

various substances which are provided with necessary data. '

           Crystallization of Elements and Compounds

    Ordinarily the latent heat of fusion of the crystal of a substance

is confined to that at its melting point. ItloxNTever when we want to
discuss the thermal equilibrium between the free molecules and the
crystal nuclei in the super-cooled state of a st}bstance, we rnust l<now
the value of the' latent heat of fusion of the crystal nuclei at various

temperatures. If we take the latent heat of fusion of tlae erystal
nuclei to be the same as that of the adult crystal of the same sub-
stance. by considering the number of constituent molecules of a crys-
tal nucleus to be sufficiently large, then the latent heat of fusion L

at a temperature T will be obtained approximately by the followlng
eqtiation from the values of the latent heat of fusion L., the specific
heats C. and c. of the liquid and the adult crystal at the melting
point T. by neglecting the variation of (Cp-cp) with tempercature.
                L :Lm+(Cp-Cp)(T- Tm)• ••••t••••••••••••••••(26)
With this •equation we get
                aldLT,=" Cp-cp• ••••••••••••'••'•••••''''''''''•':'''(27)

By representing C.-c. by a, and by putting the values of L and
dL     given by (26) and (27) in equation (io), the condition of the
dTmaximutn oÅí du becomes ' '

             dT .
          iE"{ L"'•+af(?tt..-- T"') '2+ L.+.tt',-T.) a==O' "(28)

                                                          alxwhere T2 represents the temperature at which the maximum of
                                                          dT
            '

e
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                    '                                       '
                                     dxtakes place. When the maxlmum oÅí                                         happens at a temperature
                         , dT
Zr.. which is di'stinctly lower than T.,, the value of the degree of de-

composition x of the crystai nuclei at the temperature T.. must be
definitely smaller than i, because the perfect decompositlon happens
at the naeltin.o.' point T., which is dlstinctly higlaer than 7r2. As the

value oÅí Y remains i for a very large value oÅívaRd for ail the values

oÅí x except the extrentie vicinity of i where it decreases abruptly,
the value of Y shoulcl be tal<en to be Y. uri in the present case where

Ti is distinctly lower than T,.. Thus by putting Y==i the equation

(28) becomes .           f...+a•(75,-7;..) -.+ k)X-2 a xo
                A'1";2 - L.,+a(T.•-7;.) IL'
                      '                 a                    by e we ge-t from this equationB' y representing-
                le
                                          L-. + R6( T.' H Tm)
                   Fig. L;
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It is clear from equati,on
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' i•e• (R'LxU. -')2=inv6' "'''''"'''''"'''"'"'''(3Q) .

This boundary relabion between L./.leT. .and e, within which the situ-
ation of a substance refertng to its values of L./1?T. and 6must be

confined in order to have the value of T2 smaller than T., is repre-
sented by the parabola in Figs. 4 and s. In these figures the situa-
tions of various substances as regard to the values of L.,/RT. and
6, which are taken as ordinates and absc!ssae respectively, are shown
by,. smal1 circles and crosses, by being distinguished according as they

are confined or not in the parabolic domain.
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    Most of the data necessary in our computation are taken from
International Critical Table and are compiled in Tables I and II. As
to the values of the difference of the specific heats C.-cp oÅí the
elements, measurements on some substances which are considerably
different according to the authors were compiled in International Criti-

                             Table I
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cal Table. Though these measurements are not reliable they are
tabulated iik Tables X and II by be2ng mar!<ed by -re for these subs-
tances, and these substances are also plotted iR Figs. 4 and s. Wken
the situation of a s't}bstance in the figtires is di'fferent for different

values oÅí (Cp- c.)/R the different situations are connected by a horizon-

tal line indicating that they belong to a same substcance. [[llie subs-

tances which are provided with reliable values of Cp and cp are water,

mercury, ethyl alcohol, glycerol and dl-lactic acid; and they are also

tabultLted and plotted in Tables I aRd II and in Figs. 4 and s. IFor
'the other substances the specific heats C. and cp have not been

measured j"st at the inehing point. IBut there are some for which
the specific heats Cp and cp are measu.red respectively at the tem-
peratures not much far off the melting polnt; and these substances,
though caccompanied by considerable errors, are tabulated and plotted
in the tables and the figures respectively. In Yig. 4, only the subs-
tances whose situat2ons are confined within the parabolic domain are
represented, and in Fig. s, oniy those situated outside the parabolic

domain are shown in reduced scale.
    It is•especia[Lly note-worthy that all substances which are situated
withln the parabolic domaln have the values of .L./RT. smaller tkan
2. For the positive value of 6 which is smaller than i this must be
satisfied in order that the temperature T.,'be lower than T.,. Itlowever,
the clrcumstances are diffeyent. for the negative values og 6; and L./R T.

can tal<e the valtzes higher than 2 even withln the parabolic domain.
In spite of this possibility of L.,/1.?T. bt,xing greater than 2, it ;emalns

always smaller for all the substances in the parabolic domain, which
consist mostly of monoatomic elements. According to the wrkers's
view, the main cause for this is probablY erroneous measurements or

erroneous estimations of the specific heats Cp and cp at the melting

point. As is stated above no reliance on the values oÅí C.-cp must
be put for all the substances situated in the payaboiic domain except '
Hg. Ordinarily the specific heat of a solid is measured with polycrys-

talline material. As is iina.crined in a former paperi the crystalline

boundaries are cemented by the super-cooled liquid or solid of the
same substance, and the width of this boundary liquid layer increases

 with rise oÅí the temperature. This signifies a partlal melting of the
 crystals at their boundary liquid layer which increases as the tempera-

   i. U. Yoshida: These Memoivs, 24 (ig43); $t MereqfifS.'attwnjelgge..,ti pt''lsp 4, (fPri i8).
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ture approaches to the meltin.cr point. This fact wiil asslst in givlng
a value higher than the icleai one of 'the $pecific heat of asolidt near

the melting point. Thus lf we assuine, ideally speaking, that the valzte

of the specific heat of a solid can not ex. ceed that of the liquicl oÅí

the same substance at the melting point at least for the monoatoiinic
elements, then it folfows that the value of .L./1?Z. should be smaller

than 2 in order to cause the melting of the crystal at a temperature
which is definl'tely higher than the T2 point. This is nothing but the
T2-point law de(1ttced by tal<ing approximately 8==o in previous papers

as being valid for n3ost of the monoaton3ic eiements e: cept bismuth
and gcr[1lium. Besicles the monoatomic elements, five s"bstances IÅÄI2,
02, SL,, AgBr and CCId obey also the T2-point law as is seen in IXig'. 4.

    Next let vt$ conslder the substances which are situatecl outside
the parabolig• domaiB. For a substance situated in theparabolic do-
main the maxk:num of dX occurs with Ir= i as is stated above.
                      dT
                  alxThe maxim.um oÅí tlT can also tal<es place with the v,alues of Y

which are definitely smaller than i. But for a very .crreat Rumber oÅí
v, Ycan take a value which is distinctly sinaller th,an i only at the

limit when x tends to i. As the melting point is also designated at
the same limit, the T, point becomes thus co:incident with the mel-
ting polnt T. in the preseiX case. Consequently by putting T-,-ww T.
iR equation (28), we get
                y Lm -2+ 1'?Tm 6=:o,
                  .z?MT.,                              Lne
          or I'T :(2- RLZ,7 6) RL!",i • ••t••••••t•••••••••••(3i)

The value of Y calculatecl by thls equation for various stibstances are
tabulated in the last colunan of Table II. The curves cTrawn in broken
line in Fig. s show the relation between L.,/leT. ancl 6 for various
cQnstant values of Y, i. e. for Y=o, .2, .4, .6 and .8; and they re-
present the situation of the substances as regard to the value of M
As the peculiarity of the substances ' situated outslde the parabolic
domain is thae they have the T2 polnts which are coincident respec-
tively w!th their melting points T., this will be cailecl " the coincldent

T.}-Tm poiltts l,aw." .
    Considering in the above way, ali st}bstances including elements

and compounds can be d2vided with respect to their crystallizing or
melting property into two kinds: the one those obeying the T2 point
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law, and the other those governed by the coincident Ta-T., points
law. Most of the monoatomic elements, oÅí which L.,/.Z?T. is smaller

than 2, obey the former law; and most of the compounds includlng
inorganic and orgaRic ones obey the latter law. As is seen frozn Fig.
s the value of 6 is positive for all the compounds, indicating that the
specific heat in the liquid state is greater than that in the crystalline

state at the meking point. This see;ns to be caused by the setting
up oÅí new degree of freedom of thermal motion by the melting. It
is also very interesting to note in Fig. s that the situation of all the

substances belonging to the coinciclent Ta-T. points law is not only
botmded by the straig'ht 1ine 6=o, but is a!most bounded also by the
other straight line Y:o. This indicates that a further approach to
the Iimit x=i than that corresponcling to Y==o, (i.e• !-U= lil.ILI )

for a very 1.arg'e number of v is not necess.ary ln causin..cr the melting

of the crystal of a substance. IFor the org'anic compouncls having
high molecular weight, both the. values of L./IRT. and 6 become
considerables in general ; and with palmitlc acid having the molecular
weight of 2s6 they are so 2arge i.s is.ag.8 ancl +36.i respectively that
Shis substance escaped far from the scope of Iig. s•

    Tjll now we have considered that the temperature T] at which
the maxinaum of dX tal<es place coincic!es with the melting point
                  alT
T. oÅí the substance when Y becomes definitely siinalier than i for a
very great nui:nber of v. This is of course an approxlmation for a
finite number of v, however great it may be, as we have c!efined the
melting to take pl.ace at Y=o (i-x=: ;It ). I-Iowever, this appro-

xima.tion is well allowable if we tal<e the value of v sufficiently great,

as is shown in the following by taking the case of ethyl alcohol as

an example. '    From the necessary clata given in Table II for ethyl alcohol we
g'et the value of }X as YT==o.327 with equation (3i) ; and for this value

of IY, the values oÅí x becomes o.gg62 and o.gg88 respectively for p=
ioo,ooo and v=iooo,ooo. If we call the temperature at which Yand x
take these values' respectively as "the Ta point," then the latent heat
of fusion L cak be expressed, by tal<ing To" as almost the same as T.

the i`eal meltin.cr point at which Y becomes. zero, as follbws :

                 L== L., + a( 7L T.,)

By usiiqg this value of L the equation (,s) becomes on integration
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               x , ..ce- LM2-?z.i"T2 + ft iogT, ...............(32)

 where C is a constant. Next lf we represent the value oÅí x at the
 temperaÅíure T2 by x2, then we get from qquation (32)
                                                      '               x2 i ,,, ceww L"ttt,T2 + ]i8 iog T2. ...............(33)

            (I - X2)V
     By dividing (32) by (33) we have
      x , = xp. , e- LM ie" 7' ;".( }- S, )+ f, iog :'zE. ...(3 4)

                                       '   (I-X)V (I-X2)V
     If we represent 1;.-Tby dT, and consider it to be very small
 when compared with To., then (34) become$, by expanding into the
 power series of A7/T2, as foliows :

            (,m`r,e)-{}- k (,:Vil;,)ÅÄ{i-'- /fifi ATT., }. .........(3s)

     Similarly we get from equation (6)

         . alal. 21 = ir, {iLtz;. +(2 i?Lf, -s) ATT. }. •••••••••(36)

                                    "-                    -" By tal<ing, as for the 6ase of ethyl alcohol, T2== T.,=: isgeKs .L.,/.Z?Z.==

 L./2?T.=3.76, 6 :+2.gi, JtfL,==o.gg62 for v==ioo,ooo and Jt2=o.gg88
                             alx for v== iooo,ooo, the v.alues of for differeBt values oÅí AT/ IZr;.. were
                    ' alT •
 calculated with equations (3s) and (36). In carring out the calculation,

 the values of x corresponding to various values of dT/Ta were first
 obtained with equation (3s), then the values of y correspondin.cr to the
 values of x which again correspond to the various value$ of dT/.T..
                                                du                                                    for clifferent were found by the aid of Fig.i, and lastly the values
                                                dT
 values of AT/To. were calculated from equation (36) by using the
 values oÅí y thus calculated. The resuks oÅí calculaÅíion for p==ioo,ooo

 and v= iooo,ooo are shown by Fig.3. As is seen in the figure the
 value of CIX drops suddenly to zero at a certain temperature whlch
          alT
 corresponds to the melting point according to our definition and is
 slightly different from the T2 point. Iffowever, as T. approaches
 very rapldly to T2 when v increases from ioo,ooo to iooo,ooo, we
 can say that Ts coincides with the melting point T. at the limit when
 v tends to infinity.
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